
City of the future. 
Future of the city.

Globalisation and new communication technologies are a big challenge for urban re-
gions of Europe but they also provide opportunities. Cities are getting more and more 
connected and by means of cooperations they can learn from each other, exchange 
ideas and implement projects together. Vienna has a significant pioneering role in 
connecting cities in the heart of Europe. Because only with a mutual, innovative look 
forward the city of the future can be actively designed.

Eurocomm-PR supports the City of Vienna to further strengthen its position as a 
hub in the heart of Europe for the dialogue and exchange of expertise between 
cities in Central, East and Southeast Europe. For us this leading position is acknow-
ledgement and mission at the same time. Therefore, we also want other cities to 
take part in this know-how and to tackle the challenges of our time together.

The professional and structured PR and media work of Eurocomm-PR provides the 
respective offices of the City of Vienna with the foundation to take successful, efficient 
and quick actions.

The head office in Vienna (where Bratislava is included) and the international offices 
in Belgrade, Berlin, Budapest, Krakow, Ljubljana, Prague, Sarajevo, Sofia, and Zagreb 
provide valuable services in various fields and serve as a voice and networker of the 
City of Vienna. 

The fields range from classic PR and media work to networking, city marketing and 
know-how transfer to support in finding solutions for complex urban challenges.

On behalf of the
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Networking and 
information as a
factor of success

We connect the right people at the right time in the right place. This allows us to 
ensure that the flow of information between Vienna and the dialogue cities goes 
vice versa. An experienced international team of proven Vienna experts has been 
passionately working for more than 20 years in international networking and posi-
tioning the City of Vienna as a role model in fields like services of general interest 
and quality of life. Our local employees know the respective officials in politics, ad-
ministration and media. Therefore they are able to do comprehensive operational 
work and guarantee the City of Vienna an advance in knowledge and information.  

A leading role in the field of communication activities and city networks has turned 
into an innovative role model of Vienna in Europe. The fact that Vienna was nomina-
ted as the most livable city in the world motivates us to keep sharing Viennese know-
how with our partner cities in a sustainable way.
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Dialogue. 
Accomplishment. 
Liveability. City of Vienna

"They are the eyes and ears of our city. 
We have gained a lot from their experience.  

They are our sensors in other countries and in a lot of 
befriended cities. Thank you for engaging in these

activities with so much dedication." 

Michael Ludwig, 
incumbent mayor of the City of Vienna

"Cities forge the future. They are the places where im-
portant questions of social and political developments 
are tackled and hopefully also solved. Thus cooperations 
between cities are very important, also in an international 
context. Vienna’s Eurocomm-PR operates in Central, East 
and Southeast Europe on behalf of the City of Vienna in 
order to deal with urban challenges." 

Peter Hanke, 
Executive City Councillor of Finance, Business, Digital 
Innovation and International Affairs

"Vienna is the only European city that – via the 
international offices of Eurocomm-PR and its employees 

– is represented in the most important dialogue cities. 
This is why it is possible to further enhance the profile 
of the Danube metropolis internationally and to fortify 
the position of the City of Vienna as being cosmopolitan 
and a model for a sustainable development and social 
balance." 

Martin Pospischill,
Head of Municipal Department 27 - European Affairs
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"Today more than ever commercial success is a matter of 
having better access to information and clever networking 
with relevant target groups. I can assure you that all 
Eurocomm-PR employees keep close contact between 
Vienna and our partner cities and do so with total 
commitment." 

Sigrid Oblak, 
managing director of Wien Holding

Wien Holding

“We are experts in communication. We love to carry the 
Viennese model to foreign countries. It is more than a de-

light to report about the city which was repeatedly 
nominated as the city with the highest quality of life.“

Cvijeta Radović, 
PR and media

Eurocomm-PR
"Modern PR goes far beyond mere media work. In times 
of globalisation and digitalisation we view ourselves as 
a driving force, strongly encouraging the exchange of 
ideas and information."

Natascha Borozan, 
head of information and delegation management, 
country coordination Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
Croatia and Serbia

"I find the clear commitment to core values like respect 
and an international mindset remarkable and most of all 
the fact that they are lived in everyday life. For instance 
the use of a gender balanced language is completely 
normal. I see Eurocomm-PR as a connecting element 
between the City of Vienna and cities in Central, East 
and Southeast Europe. True to the motto that talking 
brings people closer together Eurocomm-PR encoura-
ges cities to establish a dialogue."

Dominik Draxler, 
information and delegation management, 
Country Coordination Germany
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On behalf of the

Events and location marketing
Eurocomm-PR has developed numerous tools for the City of Vienna to support and expand Vienna´s expertise in the heart 
of Europe. We are a driving force, an organiser as well as an advisor.

City workshops
The purpose of city workshops that are held in the dialogue 
cities is an exchange of expertise about topics related to 
municipal politics.

European Cities Conference
The transnational cities conference in Vienna about current 
topics in municipal politics provides a multilateral platform 
for supra-regional exchange of ideas. 

Vienna Days
Technical expertise and the exchange between experts about 
municipal challenges are paramount at this event. 

International conferences
Eurocomm-PR provides support and assistance to experts 
from Vienna´s city administration for their participation in 
international conferences, which are held in the dialogue 
cities. 

Network events
Eurocomm-PR initiates and organizes network events with 
relevant stakeholders in the dialogue cities. 

Exchange of expertise
Eurocomm-PR supports the know-how transfer between 
Vienna and the cities of the international communications 
network and assists experts and politicians in bilateral 
delegations.

Media support
Focused medial support of these events is part of our 
wide range of services. 

Standout project with the Viennese Business Agency
We provide the Vienna Business Agency with all mentioned 
tools as well as our platform as to promote the business 
location Vienna together even more intensively in Central, 
East and Southeast Europe.
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Information service
We constantly develop supporting tools and services, which help us assist and service the daily work of the respective 
departments of the City of Vienna. Due to the local competence of our employees we are able to provide current first-
hand information. A small example from linguistics indicates how important this is. "Vienna" in Slovenian is "Dunaj". 
"Dunaj" is also the Slovakian word for "Danube". And the fourth district of Vienna "Wieden" is pronounced the same way 
as the Polish word for Vienna.

Updates on municipal news
A planning basis for the City of Vienna that is provided quarterly and that 
offers insights into the latest developments in urban and national politics 
as well as in economic indicators. 

City News
A press review that is published twice a week about relevant topics and 
content from the respective dialogue cities.

Reports
Reports about current developments and occurrences in the dialogue 
cities that are always kept up to date.

Tenders
Regular collection and release of current municipal tenders in the dialo-
gue cities.

Country specifics
Country-specific information is always kept up to date and provides 
numerous basic information about the respective target countries and 
cities.

City profiles
Compact briefing material with useful, interesting and up-to-date infor-
mation about the respective dialogue city and its main fields of interest. 
Politics, economy and media at a glance.  

Research
Upon request background information about random municipal topics 
is collected with the purpose of giving an overview of the policies and 
the approach of other urban administrations in our target countries and 
cities. 

Clipping service
A detailed documentation and clipping of the media reports on the re-
spective focused media campaign that were initiated by Eurocomm-PR.

Media work
Classic media work like press releases or the organisation of press 
conferences for our journalist contact network provide an international 
positioning of Vienna´s message.
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